
Print, Breathe !

Simplify your print and scan 
management
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1 . Document security and availability

Paper outputs and the confidential information they contain need to be protected while guaranteeing 
their availability where and when the employee requires it. The management solutions themselves 
must be secure to prevent intrusion and ensure compliance with the RGPD.

Secure printing on deman
 End-to-end flow encryptio
 Secure release and follow-me printin
 Authentication by badge, code or QR cod
 RGPD complianc
 Solution adapted to mobile user
 Cloud printing support (Chrome OS, ...
 User-friendly, multi-brand-compatible print 

interface



Main features

Print and scan management

Contro
 Monitoring usage and the 

installed bas
 Detailed usage statistics by site, 

department, user, etc
 Detailed accounting, budget 

visibility and decision-making 
reports


2 . Controlling and reducing costs

To understand, anticipate and control printing costs, you need visibility and tools to monitor and 
encourage more responsible consumption.

Scannin
 User-friendly, multi-brand compatible 

scan interfac
 Scan to folder, to me, to hom
 Scan to URL for large files



High availabilit
 Hardware: printing on nearby MFP
 Servers: automatic failover in the event 

of a breakdown

Regulatio
 Voluntary or forced printing polic
 Savings calculator to validate your 

printing polic
 Integrated, customisable reports.
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Raising user awarenes
 Customised report
 Interface integrated into MFP screens 

and spool conversion*
 My Account page enabling each user 

to view their printing activity



Control and visibilit
 Environmental audi
 Management of printing 

policie
 Monitoring and auditing energy 

consumption



Simplified and secure deploymen
 Device detection and deployment 

automatio
 Location managemen
 Multi-site managemen
 Centralization and signing of driver
 Automatic deployment of a universal 

print queu
 Highly secure: regular third-party 

audits.

User interfac
 Add, modify or delete printer
 Print to the nearest printer

Mobile application (bêta
 User locatio
 Access to local printer
 Secure release

4 . Deployment and mobility

The solution needs to be flexible in order to best meet the needs of the largest and most complex networks. It must 
also be easy to use, so that it is readily accepted and has no impact on day-to-day tasks. It must be able to free 
itself from constraints and enable mobile working.

Main features

Print and Scan Management

3 . Reducing waste and environmental impact

A large number of printouts are never recovered or are ultimately of no use. On a corporate scale, this 
can represent a significant environmental impact that companies are seeking to reduce as part of their 
CSR approach.
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*Transformation of document printing parameters. Examples: from colour to black and white, from single-sided to double-sided, etc.



 Website accessible 24/
 Illustrated tutorials and video
 Search engin
 Incident report
 Downloads

Services & Support

 Support based in France: a team of experts 
at your service for incident resolution or 
software upgrades

 Remote or on-site trainin
 Project management

Help centre & documentation

Our services

For tailor-made support
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One of the great strengths of Doxense and its teams lies in their mastery of printing 
environments and issues. They will support you throughout the life of the project, from 
qualification and initial reflection through to management, design and deployment in 

sometimes highly complex environments.
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For more than 20 years, we've been publishing French and independent print and scan 
management software. They enable you to anticipate and save money and time, while 
reducing your environmental impact.



Doxense's software offerings are based on three fundamental pillars: providing relevant and 
sustainable functionality that meets our customers' challenges, ensuring that the data we 
collect and report is accurate, and putting security at the heart of everything we do.

www.doxense.com



DOXENSE - FRANCE

Head office

47 avenue de Flandre 

59290 Wasquehal

T +33 (0)3 62 21 14 00

F +33 (0)3 62 21 14 0

E contact@doxense.com



DOXENSE - PARIS

65, rue de la Tombe Issoire

75014 Paris

T +33 (0)3 62 21 14 00







About Doxense

DOXENSE - UK

10 Queen Street Place

London EC4R 1AG

T +33 (0)6 35 32 36 60

DOXENSE – GERMANY

Hauptstrasse

18344892 Bochum

T +33 (0)6 35 32 36 60
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